
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

The Dealership Tracker F&I System Now Directly Integrates with RouteOne

RAPID CITY, SD — May 22, 2006 – Supreme Software today announced the integration 
of The Dealership Tracker F&I system with the RouteOne system for credit application 
management.  The integration has been certified by RouteOne and is currently available for 
all Supreme Software dealerships throughout the U.S. 

Integrating The Dealership Tracker with RouteOne will speed up the credit application and 
decision process for dealers, as well as reduce data entry errors by eliminating duplicate data 
entry.  

The Dealership Tracker, the Finance and Insurance (F&I) tool, allows dealers to manage their 
business from their desktops by tracking inventory and sales, maintaining a database of 
prospects, creating various deal structures and profitability scenarios, and providing a host of 
reports to monitor activity and results. 

“We are always looking for additional tools for our dealers to help them increase their speed
and accuracy when doing deals,” said Terry Adelman of Supreme Software.  “It empowers 
our dealers to quickly and easily send all their deal information (loan, lease or balloon deals) 
with a simple mouse click without re-entering any information.” 

“Our integration with Supreme Software strengthens our service offering,” said Mike 
Jurecki, RouteOne CEO. “As always, we are committed to providing our dealer customers a 
fast, easy-to-use system that will save them time and money.”

“This state-of-the-art Windows®F&I system has the functionality of larger systems, but is 
also very cost-effective,” said Terry Adelman of Supreme Software. “It’s what dealers have 
been asking for.  They spoke and we listened.”  The Dealership Tracker is also integrated 
with a full accounting system called Autosoft.  With this combination, dealers have a 
complete DMS system that can handle small and large dealerships that is very cost effective.  
Over 1,300 users have already benefited from deploying The Dealership Tracker F&I and 
menu selling system.



About RouteOne
RouteOne was formed in 2002 by DaimlerChrysler Financial Services, Ford Motor Credit 
Company, General Motors Acceptance Corporation, and Toyota Financial Services to create 
a more streamlined credit application and contracting process for automobile dealers and 
their customers. With over 22,000 dealers in North America, the RouteOne web-based 
system allows automotive dealers to submit credit applications to the largest indirect lenders, 
request credit reports, and increase profitability with RouteOne's free Dealer Reporting 
Suite. Heavily integrated with the dealer CRM systems, RouteOne offers a common platform 
for all dealers' financing needs. More information is available at www.routeone.com. 

About Supreme Software & Consulting, Inc.
Supreme Software & Consulting, Inc. is a leading provider of automotive, RV, marine and 
motorcycle F&I and Menu Selling software headquartered in Rapid City, SD since 1986. 
With additional sales/support offices in Minneapolis, California, Kansas, Missouri, Idaho, 
Nebraska and South Dakota, they provide top-notch support and software to hundreds of 
dealerships using their F&I and Menu Selling system. For more information on Supreme 
Software & Consulting, Inc., visit the company’s website at www.supremesoftware.com or 
call the marketing department at (877) 404-1102.

For more information, press only:
Terry Adelman, (605) 348-4474, terry@supremesoftware.com

For more information on The Dealership Tracker and RouteOne:
http://www.supremesoftware.com/integrate

*Dealerships can contact their Supreme Software representative for more information on 
this new service.
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